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Experimental analysis and modified rotor description of the infrared
fundamental band of HCl in Ar, Kr, and Xe solutions
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We report an experimental study of the rotovibrational fundamentalPQR-band shapes in the IR
absorption spectra of HCl dissolved in condensed rare gases in a wide range of temperatures. The
effective vibrational frequencies are determined from analysis of the fine rotational structure
partially resolved in the band wings. The centralQ-branch components appear redshifted with
respect to the effective vibrational frequencies, their shifts in different solvents found to match the
HCl stretching mode shifts in binary RḡHCl van der Waals heterodimers. Theoretical quasi-free
rotor and modified rotor models are applied to describe evolution of the band profiles at changing
thermodynamic conditions. Both models are shown to reproduce equally well the observed spectral
density distributions in the band wings. However, the modified rotor formalism that accounts for
depopulation of the lower-energy rotational solute states provides better agreement with the
experiment in the range of theP- andR-branch maxima. We surmise that theQ branches separated
from the measured spectral profiles are formed by transitions between rotationally hindered states of
diatomic molecules coupled to the solvent by the local anisotropy of the interaction potential.
© 2005 American Institute of Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1902925g
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I. INTRODUCTION

The effects of intermolecular interactions on
vibration-rotational spectra of diatomic molecules in a v
ety of environments, ranging from supersonic molec
beams to solid low-temperature matrices, have been
lyzed in numerous investigations for more than half a
tury. One class of systems that attracted a considerable
est were solutions of hydrogen halide compounds
chemically inert media, widely studied during l
decades.1–19The vibration-rotation absorption bands of th
molecules typically show a triplet structure composed
pair of side shoulders, resembling theP andR branches ob
served in the gas phase spectra, and a central componesthe
so-calledQ branchd, which is dipole symmetry forbidden f
isolated diatomics.

Since the first discovery,1,2 many new experimental fac
have been reported. Most important for revealing the na
of the processes contributing to formation of such com
cated spectral band profiles were the following:sid observa
tion of a resolved fine rotational structure in theP and R
branches indicating persistence of a quantized rotationa
tion of light solutes in dense fluids;3 sii d significant change
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-
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-

in the integrated intensities detected for the vibrational
damental and first overtone Hhal bands upon dissolutio4–6

siii d disappearance of theQ branch in the spectrum of HC
doped solidified Xe solvent;11 sivd the effects of temperatu
and solute concentrations on the fundamental band of H
liquefied rare gassRgd solutions;12 svd demonstration of
continuous enhancement of theQ branch on going from ga
eous to liquid HF–Xe mixtures;13 svid recent data on th
evolution of theQ branch with temperature at constant d
sities in the HCl–SF6 and HCl–Xe systems.14,15,19

Theoretical approaches to interpretation of the obse
triplet spectral bands included explanation for the appea
of theQ branch in terms of lifting theD j = ±1 selection rul
for the rotational quantum numberj , caused by an effectiv
“orientational” field generated by the solvent,7 by introduc-
ing a fluctuating liquid cell model that accounts for stoch
tic fluctuations of the solute-solvent anisotropic interactio9

by building theoretical spectra as sums of weighted co
butions due to the free rotation and rotational diffusion
tions of the solute species,8,10 and by molecular dynami
sMDd simulations.16–18

As was recently demonstrated,15 the intensity distribu
tion in the range of discrete rotational features observe
the spectra of HCl diluted in dense inert fluids can be
istically reproduced by a quantum-statistical model ofl:

quasi-free rotation of light diatomic molecular probes. The

© 2005 American Institute of Physics07-1
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term “quasi-free rotation” implies that the angular mom
tum of a probe remains approximately conserved in the fl
and the rotational eigenvalues can still be expressed in
of the rotational quantum numbersj . However, this mode
was found to overestimate the intensity in the spectral ra

FIG. 1. Experimental band profiles recorded at temperatures listed in
II for HCl–Ar sad, HCl–Kr sbd, and HCl–Xescd systems. In all cases t
temperatures increase from top to bottom.
dominated by transitions between the lower-j rotational sol-
,
s

s

ute states. A new “modified rotor” model was propo
based on a concept of a potential barrier hindering rotatio
the solute species.15 This model assumes that a solute m
ecule can occupy quasi-free rotor states, provided the su
its rotational and translational energies exceeds the heig
this barrier. The ensuing depopulation of the lower-en
quasi-free rotor states yields a decreased absorption inte
significantly improving agreement with the observed
files.

We present here new quantitative experimental dat
the fundamental IR band shapes of HCl diluted in fluid
Kr, and Xe, obtained in a wide range of temperatures—
the normal boiling points to supercritical conditions of
solvents. The total band moments and also positions
relative intensities of theQ branches are evaluated for
measured spectral bands. The shifts of theQ branches rela
tive to the effective vibrational frequencies in solutions
shown to correlate with the shifts of the HCl stretch
modes observed in the spectra of the Rg¯HCl van der Waal
dimers in the gas phase. Finally, we compare the resu
the modified rotor calculations with the experimental b

e

FIG. 2. Fundamental band profiles atT,169 K for HCl–Xe ssolidd,
HCl–Kr sdashedd, and HCl–Arsdottedd.

FIG. 3. Central ranges of the HCl fundamental band in Arssolidd, Kr
sdashedd, and Xe sdottedd. The spectra have been displaced to match

rotational resonances.
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shapes and obtain profiles formed by the hindered s
states as differences between the observed and calc
spectral densities.

The experimental procedure is briefly described in
II. Section III is devoted to empirical analysis of the exp
mental data. The salient features of the modified rotor m
its quasi-free rotor limit, and details of relevant solu
solvent interactions are outlined in Sec. IV. A compariso
the measured and calculated spectral band profiles an
cussion are presented in Sec. V. Finally, Sec. VI conta
brief summary and concluding remarks.

II. EXPERIMENT

The experimental technique was similar to that descr
in a previous study.12 Briefly, the spectra were recorded w
a Bruker IFS 113v Fourier-transform spectrometer
0.5 cm−1 resolution, by collecting 100 scans with a zero
factor of 4 and applying the Happ–Genzel apodization.
instrument was equipped with a Globar source, a Ge/
beam splitter and a cooled MCT detector. A 7 cm l
sample cell made of stainless steel, fitted with slig
wedged silicon windowssdiameter 12 mm and thickne
5 mmd, designed to safely hold pressures of at least 15
suspended in a Dewar vessel, was cooled down and fu
maintained at desired temperatures by small bursts of l
nitrogen, automatically controlled by a Pt-100 thermores
embedded into the cell body.

Details of the sample preparation and handling were
scribed elsewhere,12,16 and need not be repeated here.
ranges of reduced temperatures covered in the studies
HCl–Ar and HCl–Kr systems wereT/Tc<0.60–1.25, while
for the HCl–Xe the data were obtained only along the
liquid coexistence line at subcriticalT/Tc<0.58–0.96 con
ditions sthe critical temperature for Xe isTc=289.7 Kd. Sol-
ute concentrations in solutions were estimated to be o
order of 10−3M. Weak spectral features due to the H
dimers12 have been detected in liquid Ar and Kr solutions
the lowest temperatures. The solvent gases with the s
purities of 99.9999%, 99.998%, and 99.995% for Ar, Kr,
Xe, respectively, were used as supplied by L’Air Liquide

III. ANALYSIS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL
PROFILES

First, we converted the absorbanceAsvd measured a
different temperatures into spectral densitiesIsvd as

Isvd =
1

vf1 − exps− bvdg
Asvd, s1d

whereb=skBTd−1 andkB is the Boltzmann constant. TheIsvd
functions were further corrected by a linear interpolatio
the zero-absorbance base line, and normalized by the
grated band intensitiesszero band momentsd:

Īsvd = Isvd/M0, s2d

where

Mo =E Isvddv. s3d

band
e
ed

.

,

s-

,
r

-

e

d

-

The spectral density functions for solutions of HCl in
Kr, and Xe fluids are presented in Fig. 1. Clearly visible
partially resolved rotational resonances and a more or
prominent centralQ branch. The rotational features beco
enhanced at higher temperatures, without showing
abrupt changes on passing from the subcritical to supe
cal states of the solvents. An additional weak feature at a
2828 cm−1 observed at lower temperatures in HCl–ArfFig.
1sadg and at 135 K in HCl–KrfFig. 1sbdg indicates presenc
of traces of thesHCld2 dimeric species in solutions at so
thermodynamic conditions covered in the present stu12

The spectral density distributions in the wings of theP andR
branches, centered at theQ-branch peaks, appear similar
close temperatures in all systems, while relative intensiti
theQ branches increase in the sequence of the Ar, Kr, an
solvents, see Fig. 2.

Our measurements reveal new facts concerning loc
of the Q-branch components. Their positions relative to
rotational resonances are found to be practically temper
independent, as was also observed before in a study o
HCl fundamental band in SF6 fluid.15 However, their loca
tion in the gap between theP andR branches vary in diffe
ent solvents. This is illustrated in Fig. 3, where central ra
of the spectral bands are plotted on an expanded frequ
scale. It is possible to estimate the effective vibrational
quencysthe band origin,v10d for quasi-free rotating solut
from the measured positions of the observed rotational
tures. The line frequenciesvm in a rotovibrational band o
HCl diatomic can be accurately fitted by a cubic polynom
in powers of the line numberm, wherem= j +1 for theRs jd
branch andm=−j for the Ps jd branch lines:

vm = v10 + sB1 + Bodm+ sB1 − Bo + D1 − Dodm2

+ 2sD1 + Dodm3. s4d

Here, Bv=Be+aesv+ 1
2

d, Dv=De+besv+ 1
2

d, v is the vibra-
tional quantum number, andBe, ae, De, and be are usua
equilibrium vibration-rotation constants for a free diato
molecule.20 An example of such a fit is shown in Fig. 4. T
Q branches appear redshifted with respect to the band

FIG. 4. Cubic fit to the frequencies of the rotational resonances i
spectra of HCl–Kr.
gins. Reported in Table I are the shiftsv10−vQ. The absolute
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values of thevQ frequencies are collected in Table II.
As Table I shows, temperature independent separa

of the Q-branch peaks from vibrational band origins in
spectra of HCl solutions strongly correlate with the shift
the stretching modes for HCl moieties observed in the s
tra of binary Rḡ HCl van der Waals heterodimers21 from
that in the free HCl molecule. Of course, determination
the frequencies ofQ branches and of rotational resonan
from the recorded spectra are subject to errors cause
overlapping and line interference effects difficult to quan
a priori. Our analysis shows, however, that these uncer
ties cannot be large enough to invalidate the above co
tion.

Calculation of the area-normalized first initial

M1 =E
band

Īsvddv s5d

and the second central

M2 =E
band

sv − M1d2Īsvddv, s6d

band moments allows one to check the internal consist
of the experimental data on the measured spectral pro
The theoretical expression for the second moment of a
tionally broadened spectral band is15

M2
theo=

kT

hc
fs4B1 + 8B1Ddg + 16B1

2D

+
8

3
B1

2 − S2B1 +
kT

hc
DD2

, s7d

whereD=sB1−B0d /B0, B1 andB0 are the rotational constan
in the first and the ground vibrational states of a diatom

The numerical data onM1, M2, and on theQ-branch
frequenciesvQ are listed in Table II. The obtained values
M2 are compared with predictions of Eq.s7d in Fig. 5. We
note here that the values of the band moments calcu
from the recorded spectra are subject to unavoidable u
tainties caused by a somewhat arbitrary choice of the
line under a broad absorption profile and also by less a
rate measurements in the far wings. Nevertheless, F
shows that both magnitudes and temperature variatio
the M2 moments are within a few percent in agreement
the theoretical prediction.

IV. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

The observed distinct rotational structure, its temp
ture and solvent dependences, and temperature variat
the second band moments confirm the existence of we
perturbed rotational states of HCl probes in high-density
dia. On the other hand, the experimental results on the
lution of absorption distributions in the central range of
bands at changing thermodynamic conditions suggest
the lower-energy solute states must be more strongly
turbed by the presence of the solvent.

It has been shown15,19that the theoretical quasi-free ro
model, while able to reproduce the band wings, fails to

scribe absorption near the tops of theP and R branches. A
s

-

y

-
-

y
.
-
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e
-
5
f
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y
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t
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modified version of the quasi-free rotation spectral th
was developed with the aim to improve agreement with
experiment. The basic idea of the modified rotor mode
that the anisotropic interactions in a dense fluid produc
effective potential barrier to rotational motion of the so
molecules. This barrier does not impede motion of rap
rotating species, for which only multibody interactions w
the solvent remain relevant. We call the motion of those
cies a quasi-free rotation regime. However, the solute sp
having small enough kinetic energies cannot overcome
barrier, so that for them two-body solute-solvent interact
predominate. The motion of such species is viewed here
hindered rotation regime. Consequently, the modified
model considers diatomic probes occupying one of the
qualitatively different states, namely, either a quasi-free,
hinderedsboundd rotor states.

The solute molecules find themselves in a quasi
state slabeled fd whenever the sum of their rotational a
translational energies exceeds the height of the potentia
rier, or in a bound stateslabeledbd once this sum is small
than the barrier height. The translational energyEt of the
relative solute-solvent motion is equivalent to that of
solvent species if one makes the solute center-of-mass
In equilibrium, the system is a statistical mixture of sta
described by the density matrixso:

so = Pbsb
o + Pfs f

o, s8d

wheresb
o ands f

o are the equilibrium density matrices for
corresponding states, andPb,f are the fractions of diatomi
in the respective statessPb+Pf =1d. The energy manifoldsEf

andEb satisfy inequalities

Ef . Vb . Eb s9d

with Vb denoting the height of the potential barrier.
Any solute molecule in the ground vibrational statv

=0 occupies thef manifold irrespective of the state of t
solvent, provided its rotational energyE0j is greater than th
barrier heightsE0j .Vbd. In that case, populationss f

o are
given by the Maxwell Boltzmann distribution for a free
tor in a thermal equilibrium,

s f
o ; s0j

o = Qr
−1sTds2j + 1de−bE0j , s10d

whereQrsTd is the rotational partition function. However,
the rotational energyE0j is smaller thanVb, the populations f

o

must be treated as a conditional probability to find the m
ecule in anf state. It follows that, forE0j ,Vb, the free roto
populations0j

o must be multiplied by a factor

Pj = PsE0j + Et . Vbd = PsEt . Vb − E0jd, s11d

which is the probability that the sum of the rotational
translational energies for a Rg–HCl pair is greater thanVb.
Thus, forE0j ,Vb,

s f
o ; Pjs0j

o , s12d

so that populations of the lower-energy quasi-free rotat
states become depleted in comparison with the Maxw

Boltzmann distribution for a free rotor.
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The probabilitiesPj can be calculated under the assu
tion that the translational kinetic energy distribution co
sponds to the Maxwell velocity distribution, leading to15

Pj =

E
Vb−E0j

`

ÎEt exph− bEtjdEt

E
0

`

ÎEt exph− bEtjdEt

, s13d

A. The spectral density

The linear response theory gives the spectral dens
the form22

Īsvd =
1

p
ReE

0

`

dt expsivtdTrhmW std · mW s0dr0j, s14d

where mW is the dipole moment function of the absorb
systemS, Trh. . .j denotes the trace operation, andro is the
equilibrium density matrix of the whole system. Accept
the hypothesis on the absence of initial correlations, we
factorize thero matrix into equilibrium density matricesso

for the absorbing systemS andrB
o for the surrounding the

mal bathB:

ro = sorB
o . s15d

In the modified rotor formalism the spectral density
sociated with transitions between quasi-free states is g
by15

Ī frsvd =
− 1

p
o
j i8 j i

o
j l j l8

Pji
s0j i

0 mi8i
s1dmll8

s1dRehkÛs1dsvdln j l8;0j l

n j i8;0j ij,

s16d

where Pji
=1 when E0j i

.Vb and Pji
is given by Eq.s13d

whenE0j i
,Vb. In the quasi-free rotor limit,14,23 depletion o

TABLE I. Shifts of the Q branches from rotovibrational band origins
HCl in solutions compared with the shifts of the HCl stretching mode
quencies in the spectra of RḡHCl van der Waals complexes from t
fundamental mode for isolated HCl moleculesRef. 21d.

v10−vQ scm−1d vHCl−vRḡ HCl scm−1d

HCl–Ar 2.1 1.76
HCl–Kr 5.4 5.23
HCl–Xe 14.7 12.08

TABLE II. Experimental firstM1 scm−1d and secondM2 s103 cm−2d spectr

HCl–Ar H

T sKd M1 M2 vQ T sKd M1

115 2887 3.2 2872.1 135 287
129 2888 3.5 2873.5 155 287
142 2889 3.8 2874.6 174 287
154 2890 4.1 2875.4 194 287
169 2891 4.5 2876.9 213 287
180 2891 4.8 2877.7 233 289
190 2892 5.0 2878.6 252 289
n

n

populations does not occur, i.e.,Pj =1 for all the rotationa
states.

The reduced matrix elements of the dipole momen
Eq. s16d have the form

m f i
s1d = m10M1j f0j i

Cj f j i
s1d ,

wherem10 is the rotationless,v=1←v=0, transition dipole
moment,Cj f j i

s1d are the reduced matrix elements of the m
fied spherical harmonics,

Cj f j i
s1d = s− 1d j fÎs2j f + 1ds2j i + 1dS j f 1 j i

0 0 0
D s17d

andM1j f0j i
are the Herman–Wallis factors24 accounting fo

the effect of the vibration-rotation coupling on the dip
matrix elements given by

M1j+10j = Î1 −C10s j + 1d + D10s j + 1d2

for the R-branch transitions and

M1j ,0j+1 = Î1 +C10s j + 1d + D10s j + 1d2

for the P-branch transitions.

The factorskÛs1dsvdln j l8;0j l

n j i8;0j i in Eq. s16d are matrix ele

ments of the Fourier–Laplace transform of the reduced

lution superoperatorsRESd kÛsvdl which is defined as23

nd moments and observed positions of theQ branchesvQscm−1d.

r HCl–Xe

M2 vQ T sKd M1 M2 vQ

3.7 2862.7 169 2861 4.6 284
4.2 2864.0 179 2862 5.0 284
4.7 2866.1 199 2864 5.5 285
5.2 2868.0 218 2864 6.0 285
5.7 2870.2 238 2866 6.5 285
6.5 2873.4 257 2866 7.0 285
7.0 2875.6 277 2870 7.3 286

FIG. 5. Temperature variation of the experimental second band mome
HCl–Xe ssquaresd, HCl–Kr scirclesd, and HCl–Ar strianglesd. Theoretica
second band moments, Eq.s7d, are shown by the solid line.
al ba

Cl–K

6
7
5
6
9
0
4
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kÛst,0dl = TrBheiL̂trB
oj, s18d

where TrS and TrB denote partial traces over the degree

freedom ofS and B, and L̂ is the Liouville superoperato
associated with the HamiltonianH of the wholeS% B sys-
tem:

L̂, . . . ="−1fH, . . . g. s19d

The RES matrix elements are taken in the irreducible L
ville space,

uvi j i ;v f j f ;KQd = o
mi,mf

s− 1d j i−miÎ2K + 1S j i j f K

mi − mf − Q
D

3uvi j imi ;v f j fmfd, s20d

whereuvi j imi ;v f j fmfd are the usual eigenstates,

uvi j imi ;v f j fmfd = uvi j imilkv f j fmfu, s21d

associated with the rotovibrational energiesEv j.
These matrix elements are calculated in terms of

solute-solvent interaction Hamiltonian written as a sum
effective binary potentials,

HA8 = o
p

VAsuW ;rWpd = o
L=1

`

VsLdsrpdPLsuWp ·uWd, s22d

expanded in a series of Legendre polynomialsPL as func-
tions of the angle between the unit vectoruW that describe
orientation of the diatomic, and the vectorrWp joining the
centers of mass of the diatomic and each solvent atom,uWp is
the unit vector in the direction ofrWp andVsLdsrd are the cor
responding radialL-symmetry components of the interacti

The RES matrix elements are written in terms of
molecular parameters for HCl and the stochastic param
of the autocorrelation functions for each component of in
action, i.e., the interaction strengthlL

2 and the correlatio
time tc1. Further details of these calculations can be foun
Refs. 14 and 15 and will not be repeated here.

TABLE III. Values sin cm−1d of the radial, angular, and averaged effec
potential barriers for the Rg–HCl systems.

HCl–Ar HCl–Kr HCl–Xe

Vr 114 154 206
Vu 76 94 124
Vb 95 124 165

TABLE IV. Statistical parameters of the theory.

HCl–Ar H

T sKd l̄1
2 t̄c1 T sKd

190 20 0.105 201
174 27 0.110 183
148 35 0.115 165
121 44 0.120 145
101 50 0.125 125
s

V. DISCUSSION

We start with a discussion of different parameters u
in calculations of the theoretical absorption profiles.

First, some values of the effective potential barriers m
be chosen. Of course, using a single semiempirical val
Vb for each system is an oversimplification. In fact, two ty
of barriers can be distinguished from the available an
tropic potential energy surfaces. One is a barrier in the r
direction,Vr, expected to be close to the dissociation en
of binary Rg–HCl van der Waals complexes.21 Another is the
angular barrierVu, the difference between the lowest a
highest minima on theVsr ,ud potential surface.25 Taking an
average of such upper and lower bounds seems to be a
a reasonable choice for the effective barrierVb. The relevan
data are collected in Table III.

Next we consider parameters of the HCl molecule
different solvents. The band originsv10 were calculated from
the Q-branch positions listed in Table II and using the s
values given in Table I. The rotovibrational constants of
were previously reported to change somewhat in h
density phases, e.g., a decrease in the rotational constBe

and some changes in the vibration-rotation coupling pa
eterae have been noted in fluid SF6 sRefs. 14 and 15d and in
solid Rg matrices.26 We also observed a qualitatively simi
behavior from analysis of the polynomial fits, Eq.s4d. How-
ever, in view of a relative broadness of the rotational r
nances in the spectra of Rg–HCl solutions, this effect pr
to be too small to make any noticeable influence on com
son of theoretical with experimental profiles, so the cons
for the isolated diatomic were used in calculations. The c
rine isotope abundance-weighted parameters for35,37HCl are
the following:23,27 Be=10.5895 cm−1, ae=−0.307 cm−1, De

=−5.3310−4 cm−1, be=−7310−6 cm−1, and the Herman
Wallis coefficientsC10=−2.60310−2 andD10=4.5310−4.

As was shown in Refs. 15 and 19, the spectral b
shapes for a polar diatomic diluted in chemically inert
vents are dominated by theP1 term of anisotropic interactio
in Eq. s21d. The statistical parameters of the theory rele
for the systems studied in the present work are therefor
average interaction strength squaredl1

2 and the correlatio
time tc1 treated here as adjustable parameters. Their ty
values optimized by comparing with experimental pro

are presented in Table IV in reduced unitsl̄1
2=l1

2/ sBehcd2

and t̄c1=s2pcBedtc1.
For convenience of comparison, the experimental

quasi-free rotor spectral densities were normalized to

r HCl–Xe

t̄c1 T sKd l̄1
2 t̄c1

0.200 276 40 0.170
0.210 247 45 0.175
0.220 218 50 0.180
0.230 198 55 0.190
0.240 169 60 0.200
Cl–K

l̄1
2

45
50
60
70
80
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areas, whereas the modified rotor spectral density was
malized with respect to the quasi-free rotor limit by the
lation

E ĪMRsvddv

E ĪFRsvddv

=
o j i8 j i

o j l j l8
Pji

s0j i
0 mi8i

s1dmll8
s1d

o j i8 j i
o j l j l8

s0j i
0 mi8i

s1dmll8
s1d

. s23d

Variation of thePj depopulation factors with temperatu
and solvent is plotted in Fig. 6. We see that with the cho
values ofVb at the same temperature populations of onj
ø2 are depletedsPj ,1d in the case of Ar, while for Kr an
Xe also the j =3 level becomes affectedfFig. 6sadg. The
depletion effect decreases with increasing temperature, a
pectedfFig. 6sbdg.

A useful test for comparison of the theoretical and
perimental profiles is given by the second band mom
function,

M2svd = sv − M1d2Īsvd, s24d

where Īsvd and M1 are the normalized spectral density a

FIG. 6. ProbabilitiesPj given by Eq. s13d. sad T=184 K, HCl–Ar sVb

=95 cn−1d strianglesd; HCl–Kr sVb=124 cm−1d sbulletsd; and HCl–Xe sVb

=165 cm−1d ssquaresd. sbd HCl–Kr, T=126 K ssquaresd, T=184 K sbulletsd,
andT=262 K strianglesd.
the first band moment defined above. This function enhance
r-

x-

t

the wings of theP andR branches and vanishes in the in
branch gap. An example is presented in Fig. 7 showing
the quasi-free and the modified rotorsMRd M2svd functions
practically coincide in the band wings, the latter being cl
to experimental curve between branches.

Spectral densities calculated using quasi-free and
models are compared with the experimental profiles in
8. Both theoretical models provide equally good descrip
in the band wings, but the quasi-free formalism clearly o
estimates spectral intensity near the tops of theP and R
branches. This deviation increases from Ar to Xe solv
and also on going from higher to lower temperatures.
MR approach improves overall agreement with the ex
ment. The remaining slight systematic deviations may
caused by a nonidentical effect of the barrier on thev=0,j
→v=1,j −1 and v=0,j →v=1,j +1 transitions. Indeed,
P-branch transition can originate from an undepleted o
barrier statej jumping into a hindered statej −1, whereas
R-branch transition can start from a depleted underba
state j jumping into a overbarrier quasi-free statej +1. This
is qualitatively consistent with the pattern depicted in Fig

Finally, we present in Fig. 9 spectra in the central ran
of the bands for the systems studied, obtained by subtra
the modified rotor spectral densities from the experime
ones. TheQ branches appear as central peaks with asym
ric shoulders more developed at lower temperatures. Si
inhomogeneousQ-branch profiles have been observed,
in the s1−0d band of HCl dissolved in SF6.

15 Oscillatory
residues evidently appear due to a small mismatch of s
from the band origin of the calculated and observed
vidual rotational resonances—the modified rotor theory
not account for possiblej dependence of the line shifts
dense fluids. Temperature variation of theQ-branch area
M0

Q,15 in three solvents is shown in Fig. 10.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

We report here a systematic study of the fundame
rotovibrational band shape for HCl in dilute solutions in c
densed Ar, Kr, and Xe. Qualitatively similar spectral den

FIG. 7. Second band moment functions for HCl–Kr atT=183 K. Experi-
mentalssolidd, quasi-free rotorsdashedd, and modified rotorsdottedd results
sdistributions in the wings of theP andR branches are found
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in all solvents. In contrast, the spectral profiles near
maxima of these branches and in the interbranch rang
pear solvent dependent. The centralQ branch is most intens
in Xe solution and becomes enhanced at lower tempera
in all systems; an opposite trend is observed for the rel
intensity of theP and R branches. A strong correlation

FIG. 8. Experimentalssolidd, quasi-freesdashedd, and modified rotorsdot-
tedd band profiles, and the differences between the experimental and
fied rotorsdash-dottedd profiles forsad HCl–Ar at T=190 K, sbd HCl–Kr at
T=183 K, andscd HCl–Xe atT=218 K.
shown to exist between the observed redshift of theQ branch
-

s

from the band originv10 in Rg solutions and the shift of th
H–Cl stretching mode in the spectra of isolated Rg–HCl
der Waals heterodimers.

The modified and quasi-free theoretical models yield
most identical spectral density distributions in the wing

i-
FIG. 9. Evolution of theQ branches obtained by subtracting calcula
modified rotor spectral profiles from the experimental spectra record
temperatures listed in Table II for HCl–Arsad, HCl–Kr sbd, and HCl–Xescd
systems. In all cases the temperatures increase from top to bottom.
the P and R branches formed by transitions in the solute
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molecules whose rotation is perturbed by a collective mo
of the solvent atoms. Such multibody interaction with
solvent results in a broadening of the observed discrete
tional features without changing their relative intensities.
modified rotor model accounts for depleted population o
lower-energy quasi-free rotor states caused by a two-
solute-solvent anisotropic interaction approximated by a
fective potential barrier. Depopulation of these states lo
calculated spectral density near theP andR branch maxima
bringing theoretical profiles into a better global agreem
with the measured ones.

Elucidation of the dynamic factors that contribute to
appearance of the intermolecular interaction-inducedQ
branches in the spectra of diatomic molecular probes in h
density environments has been a challenging problem
many years.28 One of the previously advanced ideas wa
relate theQ branches to the presence in liquid solutions
some weakly bound solute-solvent complexes that con
ously transform into binary van der Waals heterodimer
the low-density limitssee, e.g., Ref. 13d. Indeed, recent MD
simulations employing different anisotropic potential ene
surfaces for the Ar–HCl pair16–18demonstrated persistence
liquid densities of relatively long-living preferent
Ar¯H–Cl spatial correlations salso dubbe
pseudocomplexes17,29d, characterized by a slow rotational d
namics, i.e., involving the rotationally hindered solute sta
The available experimental data on the solvent and tem
ture variation of the HCl rotovibrational bands, includ
those presented here, also suggest that theQ branches ar
formed by transitions between the slowly relaxing under
rier solute states, coupled to the solvent by the local a
tropy of the interaction potential.

The modified rotor model is a simplified approach wh
provides an illustrative view of the experimental obse
tions discussed in this work. Indeed the development
more complete theory in which the collapse of the rotati
structure is threatened by apriori methods is highly desi
able. However, this is not a simple task, because the pr
ties of the optically active system corresponds not to
single HCl molecule, or to the binary pair HCl-rare gas m

FIG. 10. Temperature variation of the integrated intensities ofQ branches
for HCl–Xe ssquaresd, HCl–Kr sbulletsd, and HCl–Ars trianglesd.
-

y
-

-
r

-

.
-

-

r-

ecule, but to collective HCl-surrounding solvent molecu
A first step has been given using MD simulat
techniques,16,17,29where the rising of theQ branch with in
creasing density has been reproduced for different solv
A following step in which quantum effects describ
changes in the line intensities are combined with the w
band broadening described by MD is an actual line o
search.
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